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Facing The Giants is a 2006 American Christian drama sports film about a man who makes a promise to his dying wife and
struggles to live up to it. Comments Facing The Giants - Review Facing The Giants 6.6/10 Rating: 6.6/10 Director: Alex

Kendrick Starring: Alex Kendrick, Shannen Fields, Clay Walker Running Time: 96 min Main Cast: Alex Kendrick, Shannen
Fields, Clay Walker Plot Facing the Giants is a 2006 American Christian drama sports film about a man who makes a promise

to his dying wife and struggles to live up to it. Living in the now, Grant Taylor (Alex Kendrick) has always been a football hero,
but now he's in a state of shock, having just lost his wife in an unexpected accident. Coaching his high school football team

hasn't been going so well either. As his team does not seem to be improving, Grant worries more and more about being able to
fulfill a promise to his wife, Carla (Shannen Fields). After Carla's death, he is given the chance to make a huge commitment to
God with his life, and he feels this is the perfect time. What happens when the person we love most in the world is no longer
living? Can the two find their way back to one another and can they all hold onto their faith in a world full of doubt and fear?

Can they persevere when all seems to be going wrong? Review A Christian drama about a man who makes a promise to his wife
and struggles to live up to it. "Do not fear; do not be dismayed, for I am with you," says your God.Isaiah 41:10 Following a

wife's death, Grant Taylor (Alex Kendrick) feels like he's lost everything. Though he's always been a football hero, now he just
doesn't care. He feels useless. But after a hospital stay, he has a chance to make the biggest commitment to his Christian faith
that he's ever made. He promises to Carla (Shannen Fields) that he will continue to be a man of God, in the face of everything

they've been through. Even though he feels like he doesn't deserve it, he promises Carla, she'll always be safe with him. Though
he hasn't
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Facing the Giants (2006) | Movies HD
Torrent Movies Free Download Rabid

Dog. 1 - 60. Sort by. Rating to . Facing the
Giants Facing the Giants (2006) | Movies
HD Torrent Movies Free Download You
need to have Adobe Flash installed to be
able to see this video. About This Video

Facing the Giants (2006) Full Movie.
Summary. After hearing his son going off
to college, Jack decides to go off and try to
earn an education himself. The film is the
first in a trilogy of films based on a novel
of the same name by Eric Gutkind. Face

the Giants has 944 plays on IMDB.
Metascore is an average of 43 movie critic

ratings at IMDB | User Review. Torrent
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Facing the Giants (2006). Tyler Mitchell
leads the Greybackers to victory over the

Bulldogs to remain undefeated in 3 games.
DOWNLOAD: Facing the Giants (2006) |
Movies 720p Acting was much better than
Facing the Giants. Excellent use of humor.
With regard to all-white cast as referred by

another summary on this site, . Add a
Comment Submit. Facing the Giants is a

2006 American sports comedy-drama film
and the first of a sequel trilogy based on
the fictional character Jack Lambert, a

high school football coach who is a superb
on-field strategist, but is also a struggling
academic. Facing the Giants 2006 (Full
Facing the Giants is a 2006 American

sports comedy-drama film and the first in
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a trilogy of films based on the fictional
character Jack Lambert, a high school
football coach who is a superb on-field

strategist, but is also a struggling academic.
Facing the Giants 720p Download The

film is the first in a trilogy of films based
on a novel of the same name by Eric

Gutkind. Facing the Giants has 944 plays
on IMDB. Metascore is an average of 43

movie critic ratings at IMDB | User
Review. Facing the Giants. A drama/sports

drama, it tells the story of a high school
football coach who uses his undying faith

to battle the giants of fear and failure.
Facing the Giants (2006) - WikiWired
Facing the Giants Trailer. Projected

Running Time: 45 Minutes. The s review.
More than a young 3da54e8ca3
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